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Ideas
• Indexing on the fly
• Collecting URLs and indexing the 
contents
• Indexing and searching as you go
• Managing accumulated information
• Personal virtual library
PISTool
• Do NOT need to save/store the files
• Do NOT need to remember saved files' 
names and directories 
• Do NOT need to back tracking of 
bookmarks or others (search terms, etc)
• Simply browse, capture, and done 
(ready to search)
Advantages
• Gathering information while the user is 
browsing online
• Organizing and managing information 
collection bases
• Real-time indexing (on the fly) 
• Fast indexing and searching
• Enhancing to make more effective and 
efficient use of digital information resources
Goals
• Personalized, clear and concise indexing 
system
• Integration of knowledge structure and 
content
• Structurally organization of collections
• Collections/directory search
• URL indexer & URL spider
• User-friendly Interface
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PISTool Future
• Generating topic sentences/summaries 
for retrieved documents (let computer 
read documents for you!)
• Visualizing retrieved documents 
relationships based on query
• Integrating with Knowledge Class 
prototype
